Identity Guidelines April 2017

Lockup

Symbol

Wordmarks

The identity for Mi Comedor is centered on the
different regions and recipes of Mexico. This will
be the primary representation of your business.

The symbol by itself can be used for packaging,
merchandise, or decoration. The symbol can be
moved, scaled, or rotated but must have some
proximity to the wordmark in order to associate
the symbol with Mi Comedor.

The wordmark alone can serve to establish
the identity without the symbol. The wordmark
can be used in circumstances where the full
logotype does not have enough vertical space.

Elements
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Clear Space
In order to keep the identity clear and unobstructed, a consistent space is needed when
applying the lockup, symbol, or wordmark.
No other predominant graphic elements should
appear within this space.

Usage
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1-Color (azul verde)

1-Color (magenta)

1-Color (amarillo)

Artwork Files
Mi Comedor uses three different colors: azul
verde, magenta, and amarillo.
For print, files are available in PMS and CMYK
color formats. For web and on-screen usage,
files are provided in RGB format.
PMS: mi_comedor_logo_1c_azul
CMYK: mi_comedor_logo_1c_azul

PMS: mi_comedor_symbol_1c_azul
CMYK: mi_comedor_symbol_1c_azul

PMS: mi_comedor_logo_1c_magenta
CMYK: mi_comedor_logo_1c_magenta

PMS: mi_comedor_symbol_1c_magenta
CMYK: mi_comedor_symbol_1c_magenta

PMS: mi_comedor_logo_1c_amarillo
CMYK: mi_comedor_logo_1c_amarillo

PMS: mi_comedor_symbol_1c_amarillo
CMYK: mi_comedor_symbol_1c_amarillo

All artwork files are named as noted on this
page. Refer to this page to ensure you find the
artwork needed for any particular case and
printing method.
All files are provided in Adobe Illustrator
(AI) format. Only the Full Color versions are
provided in JPEG format. Any other pixel-based
formats that become necessary (PNG, GIF, etc.)
should be generated—using the AI files as
source—according to the exact size & resolution
required for any given application.

Folder
Primary_Elements

PMS: mi_comedor_word1_1c_azul
CMYK: mi_comedor_word1_1c_azul

PMS: mi_comedor_word2_1c_azul
CMYK: mi_comedor_word2_1c_azul

Primary Elements & File Names

PMS: mi_comedor_word1_1c_magenta
CMYK: mi_comedor_word1_1c_magenta

PMS: mi_comedor_word2_1c_magenta
CMYK: mi_comedor_word2_1c_magenta

PMS: mi_comedor_word1_1c_amarillo
CMYK: mi_comedor_word1_1c_amarillo

PMS: mi_comedor_word2_1c_amarillo
CMYK: mi_comedor_word2_1c_amarillo
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Artwork Files
Both 1-Color (Black & Reverse) reverse versions
may be used when appropriate or necessary.
They may also be used when background colors
cannot be controlled (i.e., if logo is appearing in
materials being designed by someone else).
mi_comedor_logo_1c

mi_comedor_logo_1c_reverse

For web and on-screen usage, files are provided in RGB format.

Folder
Primary_Elements

mi_comedor_symbol_1c

mi_comedor_symbol_1c_reverse

mi_comedor_word1_1c

mi_comedor_word1_1c_reverse

mi_comedor_word2_1c

Primary Elements & File Names

mi_comedor_word2_1c_reverse
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Proper File Usage
Azul Verde, Magenta, Amarillo
These files should are applied best on white
surfaces. This will allow the logo to have proper
contrast against the printed surface. They can
be printed on simple textures, as long as the
surface color isn’t too dark.
These colors should never be printed on colors
that are too similar as it reduces contrasts,
and makes it difficult to distinguish. They should
also not be printed on colors that contrast too
much. This dilutes the meaning behind the
color choices and affects the consistency of
the Mi Comedor identity.

Application
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Proper File Usage
1-Color (Black)
This file is to be used when printing is either
limited to one color, or you have no control of
the surface color it is being printed on. This file
can be printed on any color or texture as long
as it is not too dark, and hinders contrast.
1-Color (Reverse)
This file is also used when printing is either
limited to one color, or you have no control of
the surface color it is being printed on. This file
can be printed on any color or texture as long
as it is not too light, and hinders contrast.

Application
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Aa

Azul Verde

Magenta

Amarillo

PMS
CMYK
RGB
HEX

PMS
CMYK
RGB
HEX

PMS
CMYK
RGB
HEX

A mexican family tradition

Una tradición familiar mexicana

7474c
80c 25m 40y 0k
36r 149g 155b
#24959b

Avenir

Colors

This typeface is used for body text.
Paragraphs of type, menu descriptions, and
important content needs to be legible and
easily read. Body text should be used when
appropriate and not for titles or display text.

The colors for Mi Comedor are azul verde,
magenta, and amarillo. These colors should
always be reproduced carefully to ensure that
they remain consistent.

Typography & Color

7635c
10c 90m 20y 0k
218r 62g 128b
#da3e80

1235c
0c 30m 100y 0k
253r 185g 19b
#fdb913
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Business Card
The business card files that are included are
to be printed at 2 in x 3.5 in. A bleed of 0.25 in
is added to the sides making the file dimensions
2.25 in x 3.75 in. A bleed is required by a
printing service in order for the contents of the
cards to be displayed properly.

2 in

Bleed

Application

Una Tradición Familiar Mexicana

Olivia Mecalco
(415) 350-3910
micomedorcatering12@yahoo.com

Front

Mi Comedor can choose between any of the
three colors provided. These colors should be
printed on white cards in order to present
the artwork clearly. The files are separated
between English and Spanish versions, each
with 3 different variations of color.

Folder
3.5 in

Business_Card

Back
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Secondary elements
Along with the primary elements, secondary
elements are provided. These designs are not
meant to represent your identity on their own;
the patterns are provided to compliment the Mi
Comedor brand. These can be used for decoration. For patterns, refer to the next page.

Folder
Secondary_Elements
cebolla

elote

tomate

aguacate

Secondary Elements & File Names

chile

frijol
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Pattern
A set pattern is provided if needed to decorate
packaging, clothing, or merchandise.
This elements is purely decoration, and must be
used sparingly as to not overwhelm the identity
when applied to packaging or materials.

Folder
Secondary_Elements > Pattern

Secondary Elements & File Names
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Gracias!
If you have any questions regarding this
identity, please contact Josue Cruz at:
hello@josuecruz.com

